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THIS REALLY is a bad time of year, isn't it? I normally like
Autumn, with its colours and late sunshine. Not this year,
however. The skies are grey, the rain makes the leaves
mulch underfoot, the drains cause floods and roadworks
just slow everything even more.

It is nice to see those shops which closed for August
reopen, but I fear that it is too late. As I have said before, and I'll say it
again, those of us who live around get frustrated when local shops
choose arbitrary closing times, and I don't mean holidays. I can't always
remember who closes early at what time on what day, and I don't
suppose that you can either.
I have given up counting the permanently closed shops in the area,
just as I have given up counting the sleeping policemen.

>

SWANSONG - Change of address - This is the last issue
,
of the Newsletter which I shall be editing. In future I will
act as consulting editor to the new editor who, as yet, has
not been appointed. It is still not too late to apply for this
important Job, which comes at a time when the Dulwich
Society is playing an important role in moulding the
future of Dulwich Village. If you feel you are qualified, then please do
apply. In the meantime, all contributions for further issues should be
sent to The Secretary, Dulwich Society, 30 Walkerscroft Mead, London
SE21 8LJ. Please mark this correspondence 'Newsletter'.
Please be Seated - the Dulwich Society has donated two new seats to
the Village. One is against the outside wall of Dulwich Picture Gallery,
the other outside the Park gates. The seats supplement two new seats in
Bel Air which replace the originals presented in 1976.

At least the traffic humps are supposed to make things better for
those who live in the village. I don't see that all the shopkeepers are
doing anything for us.

I hope they last longer than those that have been vandalised in
Sunray Gardens - Ed.

And sadly, at the end of the day, when everyone has gone off to
Sainsbury's and Safeway and Tesco and all the other superstores with
reliable opening times, some of those shopkeepers aren't doing anything
for themselves at all.

GOING, GOING, GONE - Sainsbury's refuses to reveal how many green
sites it has destroyed in the last twenty years, says John Beasley, press
officer of OTDOGS (Opposition to Destruction of Open Green Spaces).

I have heard rumours of even
more closures. I hope they are
wrong. I expect they are right.
Please. Please. Support your
local shops.
Please. Please. Keep those
shops open.
Lynn Corbyn

(Family Business Est since 19771
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of hypocrisy for building on open
green spaces in contravention of
stated company policy - "To
conduct our affairs with real
consideration
for
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environment".

Free estimates.
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OTDOGS has been probing the
extent of the environmental
damage by the firm but
Sainsbury's has now told the
organisation's Press Officer: "We
will not In future respond to your
enquiries and· that as far as our
company is concerned, our
correspondence with you Is at an
end".

Ring Alan Poole on
081- 693 8629

John Beasley is author of Stop
Food Giants Destroying Open
Green Spaces which tells the story

7 DOVEDALE ROAD
EAST DULWICH, SE22 ONF
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of how Sainsbury's destroyed more than eight acres of
open green space by building on King's College sports
ground at East Dulwich in South London. Lord Sainsbury
refuses to have a public debate on the motion that
Sainsbury's contravened its own policy on the
environment by building this store.
John Beasley believes that Sainsbury's has a lot to hide and that his
probing questions have made the firm's directors feel uncomfortable.
Local History - On Wednesday, November 11, at 8pm, at Dulwich
College, Dr. Jan Piggott will give a conducted tour of the inside of Barry's
superb building and talk about the various archives the College
possesses. These include many Court Rolls, and other Dulwich papers,
but more importantly, archives relating to the Elizabethan theatre
including Philip Henslow's notebook which gives expenses in connection
with the Rose Theatre on Bankside, and of course Edward Alleyn's diary.
MUSEUM OF THE YEAR - The Cuming Museum, the Museum of

Southwark's History, has won one of the prestigious National Heritage
Museum of the Year Awards for 1992.
Competing with 35 other
museums throughout Britain, the
Cuming Museum was the
unanimous choice of the judges
for the Shoe String award for the
museum achieving the best
results with limited resources. The
award is sponsored by Museum
Casts, and the Cuming wins
costumed figures made by the
company.
The award was given to the
Cuming Museum for the success
of its recent facelift. The judges
enjoyed the museum's first major
temporary exhibitions - Poverty
and Pleasure - life in Victorian
Southwark, and Treasure House Southwark's Cuming Family and
their Collecting, and were
particularly impressed by the
outreach work and full children

Good Fresh Food
at wholesome prices
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127 Dulwich Road, London SE24
Tel: 071-733 8701

and adult education programmes set up by the Museum.
They noted both the five-fold increase in visitor figures
and use by over half of Southwark's schools in the first
year of the 'New Cuming'.
It has been judged "a lovely museum" by Radio 4's
Kaleidoscope.

The Museum's current exhibition Immortal Remains which aims to
unearth Southwark's mediaeval past, continues until April 25, 1993.
Cuming Museum, 155-157, Walworth Road, London SEl 7 IRS.
Open: Tuesday to Saturday, 10.00 am to 5.00 pm. Admission is free.
For further information please contact Caroline Ellis, Cuming Museum
Keeper on 071 701 1342.
HERITAGE INN - Crown & Greyhound managers Barney & Sandra

Maguire are delighted that their pub has been selected as South
London's first Heritage Inn. "It is wonderful news and a great honour for
us and our staff."
Heritage Inns are selected for their Architectural and Historic
importance which means the inn must be at least one hundred years old
and be an unspoilt example of a
building characteristic of the
period in which it was built.
In each case, the inn must
represent the highest standards in
providing
service;
provide
traditional cask - conditioned real
ales; and good earthy traditional
food that complements the feel of
the inn.
The inn has a history corner
featuring a display containing the
story of the inn, details on its
architecture and its role in the
history of the area.
Each inn is presented with a
plaque which is attached to its
exterior and thereby marks it as a
heritage inn.
Barney & Sandra, with their
two children Toby, 1 7, and

The Shop
& Gallery for
Glass · Ceramics · Textiles
Hand Painted Silk · Jewellery
Metalwork · Children's Books
Toys · Cards and Paper

Fine, Decorative and
Applied A:rt
at 27b Half Moon Lane,
Herne Hill, London SE21
Tel: (071) 737 7747

Benjamin, 13, have been
running the Dog, as it is
locally known, for more than
three years.
Looking to the future, they
see the Crown & Greyhound
becoming more of a family type of inn and
why not? The English inn is a vital part of
the local community.
Barney takes a keen interest in the
community of the Dulwich Village area and
serves on the planning sub-committee of the
Dulwich Society and is governor of a local
school; Sandra runs a Beaver colony for the
8th Camberwell Scout Group.
"We get many tourists to the Crown &
Greyhound," says Barney, "especially being
so close to the Dulwich Picture Gallery. cHEERS:TheCrown&Greyhound,
Customers already ask many questions about Du!wich Vfilage, whicl,has been
the history of the inn and I'm sure our selectedasSouthLondon'sfirst
Heritage Inn. See News
becoming a h eritage inn wi 11 mean th a t
interest in our local heritage will become stronger still."
For more information telephone Barney or Sandra Maguire 081 693 2466.

Membership Secretary - the demands of a growing young ~ " " family have led to Susan Lee's retirement from this most ~ important voluntary post. We are more than grateful for
_ ,·
the skill with which she has mastered a hotch-potch of
_,.
records spanning twenty-eight years - loyal foundermembers from 1964 and others with at least twenty-five
--·- ·
years' membership are still on the books! She has been a joy to work
with, and is now completing the hand-over of records to a new volunteer,
Seymour Robinson.

):J

Seymour, a member of long-standing, will be known to many
members. With characteristic enthusiasm, he has undertaken to
continue the improvement and effectiveness of the records through
much needed computerisation. We wish him well in this self-inflicted
task!
The Membership Secretary is listed with other officers on page 1.
Gremlins . . . What's in a name? It was Brian Green. He answered
Barry Shaw's enquiry in the Summer Newsletter about his Dulwich
forebears. Sorry Brian.
Christmas shopping. For the unusual gift why not go along to Dulwich
College on December 13 (9am-5pm) for the Antique and Collectors Fair?

Why not drop in for some Christmas reading?

td Calton A venue, Dulwich Village,
London SE21 7DE
Bamey, pictured with Area Manager Graeme Taylor and Taylor WaU,er
Marketing Director Mr. Andrew Wiltshire.
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TOWARDS A SAFER DULWICH
Encouraged by the positive approach of Southwark Council to the principle of
traffic-calming measures, the Traffic & Transport sub-committee has been
active in attending public meetings called in response to representations by
local residents. In addition there has been contact with the local police and
local schools.
Concurrently we have been working as a committee and with local residents
in developing an overall strategy for traffic-calming measures. This is
necessary and desirable because the shortage of funds available to Southwark
Council inevitably leads to a piecemeal approach. The first humps in Court
Lane and the temporary width restrictors in Calton Avenue were unfortunate
in their short term effects; it is welcome to see that they have been replaced by
humps with the correct profile.
It is clear, however, that the introduction of humps in many roads, could
lead people to believe, mistakenly, that these are the only available solution.
Other methods exist to be considered and, over the medium term, are worth
planning for. With this in mind, a public meeting will be held on Wednesday,
November 4 to invite a public contribution to the debate on our campaign
TOWARDS A SAFER DULWICH. As our poster says: "This sub-committee is
promoting the better balance of road usage between the pedestrian, cyclist and
motorist. We believe the interests of local residents should come before those
of the speeding motorist. We are looking towards establishing a 20 mph zone
in our area."
Legislation is in place for this to be an attainable community objective,
subject to certain conditions. In particular, it requires the road configuration
to be "self-policing", that is being physically conducive to the maintenance of a
steady 20mph and not require police surveillance for enforcement.
With varying landscape approaches, with the introduction of cycle paths
and wider footpaths, these requirements can be met. Our objective is to
ensure that there is community understanding and support and that
Southwark Council spend all available money in a manner consistent with this
target. If you are unable to attend the meeting, please write with your views. A
report on the meeting and on progress will appear in the next edition.

MAY TO AUGUST allows little respite to a birdwatcher addicted to
covering such a productive local patch as Dulwich and, accordingly,
there is plenty to report.
Particularly delightful was a wood warbler lingering in Dulwich and
Sydenham Hill Woods between April 30 and May 4, advertising its
presence at a distance of more than a hundred yards through its
thrillingly distinctive song, an accelerating crescendo of shivering trills,
which seemed to make the entire wood vibrate. It was not difficult to spot
as it glided and flitted through the middle canopy, its slender body
quivering whenever it paused to sing. A close relative of the familiar
willow warbler and chiffchaff, it is readily distinguished, given reasonable
views, by its brighter green upperparts, its more crisply demarcated
eyestripe, by the contrast between its primrose yellow throat and its pure
white belly, besides being perceptibly larger and proportionally longerwinged (to cope with its ambitious migration to Africa's rain forests).
Given its strong affinity for oaks, it is not surprising that Dulwich Woods
is one of the best localities in suburban London for encountering this
species on spring passage and it is a pity they don't remain to breed.
Possibly our woods are not extensive enough, for in Southern England
they generally favour woods of more than a hundred acres. Another
deterrent to their nesting here is the dominance of a lush, tangled shrub
layer, which conflicts with their preference for a sparsely vegetated

Margaret Browne

ANTIQUE & COLLECTORS' FAIRS

DULWICH COLLEGE
Sunday 13th December, 9am-5pm

THE DORKING HALLS

Dorking, Surrey
Sundays 15th November, 6th December (EXTRA fair) and 20th December, 9am-5pm

RAVENSBOURNESCHOOL
Hayes Lane, Bromley, Kent
Sunday 22nd November, 9am-5pm
(NB There will be no December fair; the first in 1993 will be on Sunday 24th January)

THE WHITGIFT SCHOOL

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

24 HOUR SERVICE

Over 100 Years of Experience - Established 1881
The family business that still offers you a personal service

375 LORDSHIP LANE SE22 081-693 1526
126 FOREST HILL RD. SE22 081-693 4160

CHAPELS OF REST
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AND BRANCHES

MONUMENTAL MASONS
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Nottingham Road, Haling Park (off Brighton Road), South Croydon
Sunday 3rd January, 9am-5pm

CANONS

Madeira Road, Mitcham Common, Surrey
1993 dates: Sundays 31st January, 18th April and 16th May
Enquiries: 081-874 3622. All fairs are signposted with ample free parking/cafeteria
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woodland floor. Such an open zone does, of course, exlsl near the Cox's
Walk gate, but this area Is too disturbed by both dogs and people for
ground-nesting birds to have a chance, and even If protected from the
trampling would presumably become unsuitable for wood warblers as
vegetation regenerated.
Passage migrants. through Dulwich are usually more fleeting than the
wood warbler, disclosing themselves only to the original finder, defying
subsequent attempts at relocation. Thus the four handsome whlnchats
recorded this May (on the allotments, the Golf Course and In a garden
overlooking Herne Hill Cycle Track) only appeared on single dates,
having vanished in each Instance by the following day and the ten
swallows reported were typically glimpsed Just briefly as they skimmed
their way northwards.
However, the most extreme example of elusiveness was a male golden
oriole observed in Dulwich Woods on the morning of May 30 after a night
of dramatic thunderstorms. Having been alerted by its diagnostic fluting
song, so evocative of exciting birding experiences abroad, it required an
hour of anxious searching along a maze of obscure paths through dense
undergrowth before I could obtain satisfying views of this exotic rarity In
the canopy above me. By the time local birders had started arriving it
had fallen resolutely silent or perhaps moved on, but excellent views of a
cuckoo provided some consolation. With at least 150 golden orioles
reaching Britain this summer, in addition to the regular breeding birds
in East Anglia, nobody determined to see one should have gone
disappointed for long.
Other lesser highlights can only be mentioned briefly. A pair of
whitethroats and a family party of linnets were a conspicuous feature of
the allotments through June, along with numerous comma and meadow
brown butterflies. At least two willow warblers, eight chiffchaffs, two
lesser whitethroats and fourteen blackcaps held territories in Dulwich;
house martins have flourished and the prominence of Juvenile green
woodpeckers on the edge of the woods indicates a successful breeding
season. A wood warbler in Dulwich Park's birches on August 1 signalled
the onset of the Autumn migration, which has also produced several
yellow wagtails and a golden plover overhead, and a common sandpiper
bobbing nervously on a wooden boom across the lake.
As the weather cools, watch for migrating thrushes, pipits and finches
and listen for tawny owls resuming their territorial hooting.

AS MAY crawled out in shimmering heat I found an unbroken night's
sleep hard to come by, the prone/supine zizz an unattainable hope,
broken by heat, a strangely rock strewn bed, unmanageable linen and
querulous visits from a cat who blames me for everything. The solution
was to spring lightly from the couch and GET INTO THE GARDEN. There
the air is cool man, and one can re-make some bonds that have been
neglected and see a bit of real life.
FWRA

Like most of us, I rarely make a decision that I am unconditionally proud
of, but many years ago I fell in love with the small beauties of cacti,
succulents and rock plants and have a plenitude about me. The recent
dry years mean that these plants are a constant Joy, life is looking up for
them, and I am justified in all that winter fussing. I am continually
amazed at the variety and colour of stems, leaves, and flowers from
subjects that appear to be able to thrive on a damp brick, combined with
a good deal of neglect.
Certain others are enjoying the heat. Ballotta grows hugely with no
more than natural watering and charms by sheer exuberance, the wide
Euonymus family comes through laughing, the ground-hugging
Campanulas are apparently indestructible, and Silene Maritima,
miniature Phlox and the golden creeping Jenny give a special freshness
to scree beds. I started and stayed with many varieties of Houseleek
(Sempervivum) over the years and their small compressed beauty of form
is everywhere.

~ait and 73eaut'I Sadan - - - ~

107a ROSENDALE ROAD LONDON SE21
~ 081-670 8076 ~ 081-670 4788

Paul Bmdbeer
Sunray Gardens is stlll suffering from lack of attention; although breeding
was not as good as some years, it is amazing that any youngsters have
survived at all - Ed.

c _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The bonus of unbroken sunshine allows the tenderest subjects to be
in the open air and provide their own special quality. The forms of Cacti
that enjoy full sun (not all this family are sunbathers), various exotics
with polysyllabic names, the Aeoniums, and the Crassulla Arborescens
(Jade Plants) enjoy being dusted and brought blinking into the light of
home.
FAUNA

In the early morning one's baser persona is raised more than a little by
the birdsong of Dulwich. I have the front seat at a private concert by
Placido Blackbird, rehearsals and all, and when he finally hits the tune,
just enjoy. Of course this sort of elevated highbrow stuff is not good
enough for the Starling mob, who are coping with teenagers right now, so
that the precious moment is lost in a constant argument about bits of
bread, who saw the slug first, and I'll tell my mum and so on.

babel of different cries, especially when the young thugs from Starling
Junior Mixed arrive. I don't know if Anthropomorphism is banned in
Lambeth yet (if not I maybe can get a grant), but one could ascribe "OOH
isn't it lovely when you're in", or, "Stop Splashing Me" without too much
trouble.
One of the most memorable pictures is made when a sedate and portly
wood-pigeon essays a dip. The pop-eyed shock when the chill strikes
through the feathery furbelows is that of a Victorian lady descending
from her bathing machine.
CONCLUSION

Don't just lie there cursing. Get out and look, and listen, and laugh.
Brian Benn

I note that in May the birds, like small children, make a little water go
a long way. I have a shallow container about 18 inches across and 4
deep, it can't contain much more than a gallon, and it's avian
Disneyworld. Apart from drinking the stuff in that shifty and birdy way
they have, contriving to dip, lift the bill and keep an eye on the
opposition at the same time, they jump in and out, splash, even totally
immerse if they are at Sparrow infants. All is carried out in a raucous

Frank Delicata

EAGLE CARS (C.P.) LTD CRYSTAL PALACE
Eagle Cars · 122a Church Road • Upper Norwood ·
London SE19 2UG

r.
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Dear Customer
I am taking this opportunity to thank the many Dulwich residents who have
supported my company, Eagle Cars, since it first offered a taxi service in June last
year. From two drivers at that time we have grown to twenty-three and the fleet of
cars is still expanding. Early teething troubles have been dealt with and I am
confident that we are now able to offer the combination of keen price and personal
reliable service that is everyone's ideal.
Our prices remain unchanged. For example we will take you to the City or West
End for £9, Heathrow Airport for £20 or Gatwick for £18.
We are trying very hard to provide a service that is second to none within the
area. Only you, the customer, can tell us if we are succeeding. Thank you for your
support and may I wish you all a very Happy Christmas. Let's hope we can drive
happily into the future together.
Yours sincerely

Telephone: 081- 653 6000 (24 hours)

{Jfv~
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The complete plumbing
& heating service
Boiler servicing
Drain clearance
Corgi registered
7 day service 365 days
a year
Free estimates & heating
design service
Bathrooms & kitchens
fitted
24 hr emergency service

081-299 3511

13 BEW COURT, LORDSHIP lANE, SE22

Carpentry,
[~
Metalwork
)J ~ \and Renovations
Custom designed and crafted
furniture for the kitchen,
bedroom and garden
- at affordable prices.
Other specialisations:
- Doors, windows, shutters
- Locks & security fittings
- Restoration
Designs and
estimates given free
Telephone: 081-650 0742

The two main events in the calendar of meetings with the Estates
Governors (EG's) were those held on June 23, between them and the
Joint Residents Committee (JRC) and, on September 15, a meeting
of the Advisory Committee. I will deal with them in chronological
order.
In view of the importance for the future of the Dulwich Estate of
the first of these two events, I give below the complete minutes as
unanimously agreed by all those JRC members present at the
meeting on June 23.

MINUTES OF A MEETING between the Estates Governors (EGs) and the
Joint Residents' Committee (JRC). held at 7.30 pm on Tuesday 23rd
June 1992, at the Old College, Dulwich SE21 7AE.

Thefoltowing were present:
The Estates Governors' Ad Hoc Committee

Mr. T.F. Howe ............... Chairman of the Governors
Mrs. G.M. Bailey
Mr. A.G. Butler
Mr. J.M.B. Gotch
Mr. A. Joanes
Mr. J.C. Wylie ............ General Manager & Secretary
Ms. Helen Madden
Mr. Christopher Kellerman .................... Hampstead
Garden Suburb Trust
The Joint Residents' Committee

Professor P.G. Whiteman, Q.C ................. Chairman
Mr. R.W. Collins .............................. Vice-chairman
Mr. J.F. Chilcott .............................. Vice-chairman
Mr. Nicholas Merriman, Q.C.
Mr. W.P. Higman ..................................... Secretary
Mr. J.P. Aldwinckle .................. Assistant Secretary
Mr. B.St.J.C. Garr ..................................... Solicitor
Apologies

Mr. A.D. Pratt
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Mr. Howe welcomed the representatives of the JRC. He recognised that
the order of the agenda for the meeting had been drawn up by the EGs,
but hoped that it would provide a framework for the free exchange of
ideas.
The Estates Governors' Properties Mr. Howe said that the EGs' stance
regarding their own properties had not changed. They considered
themselves free to do whatever they wished with their land, and under
no circumstances would they put these properties Into the scheme.
The Poll of Residents There had been clear differences between the
EGs and the JRC on the poll, which had been the subject of
correspondence. The JRC had wished residents to be able to Indicate
whether they would prefer the EGs to remain Managers of the Scheme,
and whether they would wish the EGs' land to be included in any revised
Scheme. The EGs would not agree to either of these questions being
asked, since in their view they did not represent realistic options.

The poll had indicated clearly that the great majority of residents
wished to retain a Scheme of Management, and that many of them would
support and serve a Dulwich Trust. Only one area of the estate had voted
in favour of winding up the Scheme.
Information requested by the JRC The EGs' reply had been given in
Mr. Wylie's letter of 18th June 1992. It would be contrary to the EGs'
policy to disclose the names and addresses of enfranchised freeholders,
but the EGs would agree to send out a communication on behalf of the
JRC, subject to reimbursement of expenses.
The "interim" application to the High Court This application would
cover three points:

a) making the management annual Instead of five-yearly;
b) basing the charge on the rateable value of the property;
c) amending the jurisdiction of the Arbitrator In Section 17.
Mr. Wylie said the EGs hoped to bring this interim application to the
High Court by late autumn this year.
Resolution of the Board of Governors Mr. Wylie announced that on
the 11th April 1992 the Board of Governors had resolved that unless
significant progress were made in their negotiations with the JRC before
the date of their next meeting on the 11th July 1992, the EGs would
consider, among other options open to them, ceasing to require
applications by residents for matters requiring consent under the
Scheme.
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Professor Whiteman said he wished to make a detailed statement on
behalf of the JRC, and had been specifically authorised to do so. This
statement would be the substance of the case which the JRC was ready
to present if necessary to the High Court. At the moment the JRC's
position appeared to differ irreconcilably from that taken by the EGs.
History of the Scheme of Management It was most important to recall
that the Scheme had been established on the initiative of the EGs, and
had been promoted by them up to and including the proceedings in the
High Court.

In the course of his Judgment on the Scheme Mr. Justice Walton had
responded to an opinion expressed to him that "it would be convenient
from the point of view of the estate management if the Scheme as it
affects the enfranchised leaseholders was subject to the same
management as the rest of the estate". He had observed:
"I should personally have regarded this as a blinding glimpse of the
obvious, anyway. Once this concession is made, then it is quite clear
that the actual managers of the Scheme must be the Estates Governors,
as they cannot be replaced as the Managers of the retained estates.
Whatever, therefore, was in fact said on the Governors' behalf at the
inquiry, the estate management sense of the Scheme requires that it
should be administered by them."
This was also the view of the JRC.
Administration of the Scheme For a number of years the Estates
Governors had not administered the 1974 Scheme in accordance with
the terms of Clause 16, which required consultation with the Advisory
Committee. There were three main aspects of this failure:
1. Notices of applications made, and notices served, under clauses 3,
4 and 6 of the Scheme were not sent to the Advisory Committee.

2. The Advisory Committee was not convened at least twice a year as
required: on one occasion no meeting was held for 18months.
3. Submissions by the Amenity Societies represented on the Advisory
Committee were disregarded by the Estates Governors, without
discussion. In particular the Amenity Societies Co-ordinating
Committee's Resolution 2(2) of the 17th October 1988 (providing for
more open management of the Scheme's planning controls) was rejected
when it was considered by the Board, and no adequate reply was ever
given. The Dulwich Village Preservation Society's paper on defects in the
Scheme, and the Dulwich Society's dossier of complaints over estate
administration, were both left unanswered.
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The decision to withdraw from the Scheme The EGs' policy had been
one of non-consultation and non co-operation with the JRC over the
decision to withdraw from managing the planning powers of the Scheme.
Non-consultation

1. There had been no consultation with the Amenity Societies before
this decision was taken. The Amenity Societies were told that it was nonnegotiable.
2. The Amenity Societies' offer to participate in a Working Party on the
future of the Scheme had more than once been refused.
3. The JRC had been informed that there was no way in which the
EGs' own land could be brought within the Scheme. This was also said
to be non-negotiable.
4. The JRC had never been given satisfactory reasons why the EGs
wanted to retire from the Scheme. In this connection it had been told
that the EGs were unable to recover the full cost of managing the
Scheme. The JRC had already stated on a number of occasions that it
would support all reasonable proposals by the EGs, for amendments to
the Schedule which would enable them to recover in full the proper costs
of managing the Scheme. That in the JRC's opinion was the obvious and
sensible way forward, but it had been rejected. In practice it would cure
the conflict of interest (namely between their duties as charitable
trustees on the one hand and as estate managers on the other) to which
the EGs had referred.
Any conflict of interest had already existed when the EGs themselves
applied to establish the 1974 Scheme, and nothing material had changed
since then.
Non co-operation

1. The JRC had sought unsuccessfully over the past year to obtain
documents from the EGs. Promises had been made at meetings of the
Advisory Committee, and at a meeting with the JRC, to provide a
summary of deficiencies in the EGs' ability to recover the full costs under
the Scheme. The JRC assumed that the EGs, as managers of the
Scheme, must have known what these deficiencies were, but no details
had actually been given. If a document had not been already available
outlining these deficiencies, one could have been produced for the
purpose. Without knowing what the deficiencies were, of course the JRC
could not formulate its own proposals for reform, and the EGs must have
realised this.

2. On several occasions the EGs had promised a timetable, setting out
among other things dates when applications would be made to the High
Court. This had not been provided, although it was vital to enable the
JRC to make proper and soundly-based representations to the Court.
3. Similarly on a number of occasions the JRC had requested a list of
enfranchised freeholds. The EGs had claimed that this information was
"confidential", which was impossible to accept since the information on
any registered freehold had been available to the public from the Land
Registry since 3rd December 1990. The JRC could not represent the
Interests of residents properly and fully unless It could readily
correspond with them, and the EGs must also have realised that.
4. The JRC had requested an update of the EGs' draft "Business Plan"
for the proposed Dulwich Trust. Again this had not been provided. The
JRC's accountants had concluded that the costings in the original draft
were wholly unrealistic.
The position of the EGs. The JRC genuinely believed that, in any
substantive application to the High Court to amend the Scheme of
Management, the EGs were in real difficulties.
First it would be obvious that the EGs were seeking the best of every
possible world for themselves, while casting new and considerable
financial and legal burdens on residents.
Secondly, they wished to retire as managers of the Scheme in relation
to its planning powers, although on the other hand it was vital for them
to keep the Scheme in being, because they needed to recoup from the
residents a percentage (currently some 57 per cent of the total) of the
cost of maintaining the common areas of the estate. They wished to use
the residents' Trust as a debt collection agency, seeking for the Trust to
collect such charges without giving residents any say In their
calculation.
These proposals would appear to the High Court to be heavily onesided because, despite all the responsibilities which the EGs wished to
impose on the residents, they still insisted that their own land be
excluded from the Scheme. Moreover, the EGs wished to Impose their
Dulwich Trust even on residents who clearly did not want It, wanting
them to pay far more than hitherto under the Scheme of Management.
When the case came to the High Court, the Court would need to be
satisfied that the proposals were for the general benefit of the residents,
and without residents' support the EGs' proposals stood little chance of
success. The JRC, which was the body representing all the Amenity
Societies and the Residents' Associations, was unanimously opposed to
the proposals.
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It was a basic principle of real property law that increased burdens
could not unilaterally be placed on land-owners. People had purchased
enfranchised properties in Dulwich, or had enfranchised these properties
themselves, and banks and building societies had lent money for their
purchase, on the basis of the Scheme of Management as It then was.
There was no precedent for the Court agreeing to impose unilaterally an
increased burden on land-owners and lenders who had financed the
purchase of such properties. It would only agree to do so if the residents
consented. There was no precedent for such a wholesale revision of the
Scheme being Imposed on enfranchised freeholders without their
agreement. This was a fundamental stumbling block which the EGs had
never realised or appreciated.
In addition there were several procedural difficulties which would give
the EGs serious problems.
1. In the present case, with proposals for such fundamental
alterations to the Scheme, the JRC would insist that the High Court
should appoint members of the JRC as representative defendants, not
nominated subordinated partners of the EGs.

2. At the time of the Interim application to the High Court the JRC
would make application for extensive discovery of all the EGs' documents
relevant both to the interim and the substantive applications.
3. The EGs would find themselves personally responsible for the costs
of the application. The costs could not come from the Scheme, and could
not be taken from the beneficiaries without their knowledge and
agreement.
The JRC's proposals
Professor Whiteman said that the JRC had no detailed proposals to make
on the EGs' ideas for changes to the Scheme and he made no apologies
for that. They had no intention of presenting any such proposals. He
thought that it was presumptuous of the EGs to expect the JRC to
respond in detail, since It had been the EGs' decision to withdraw from
the Scheme. It was unreasonable to expect the JRC to spend time on
proposals which It had no Intention of supporting. Furthermore the JRC
had not received the detailed Information It had requested, which would
obviously have to form the basis of any views It put In writing, and until
the main Issues had been cleared there was no point In looking at
subordinate detail.
As far as general proposals of the JRC were concerned, these had been
set out clearly In Mr. Hlgman's letter dated 16th January 1992 to Mr.
Wylie. The JRC's mandate and preferred long-term option was to secure

that the EGs remained as Managers, and that any problems could be
eliminated by revisions to the Schedule and by the Advisory Committee
assuming a more active role under the Scheme. That was the way
forward.
Secondly, any proposals from the EGs to withdraw from the Scheme
without at the same time subjecting their own land to the same
restrictions as applied to the land of enfranchised freeholders would be
opposed, and the JRC would go to Court to express this opposition. The
JRC had already instructed Solicitors and Leading Counsel to act for it
in this regard.
Thirdly, if the EGs had proposals to retire as Managers, that would
impose a far greater financial burden on the residents.
Accordingly the JRC would only be prepared to carry such proposals
back to the residents if they satisfied the three conditions set out in Mr.
Higman's letter of 16th January 1992. Those conditions were:
a) that any Trust must cover the whole estate including the EG's
retained land;
b) that it must be substantially endowed, to enable it to operate
effectively and meet its legal liabilities;
c) that it must be effectively answerable to residents and controlled by
them.
If the EGs were prepared to put forward proposals embodying such
terms, the JRC would listen to them and report back to its constituents.
Fourthly, the JRC rejected the Dulwich Trust as conceived by the EGs,
and so apparently did the majority of Dulwich residents. It was called a
"Trust" but the JRC had seen no Trust Deed, nor had any objects or
beneficiaries been identified. The Business Plan of the Dulwich Trust
was impractical; the JRC remained deeply suspicious of it because the
cost estimates were unrealistic.
However if there were to be a Trust Deed the residents should draft it,
and then not for the single purpose of taking over the EGs' duties under
the Scheme, but to represent the resitlents of Dulwich in a whole series
of ways, like the Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust. It was clearly right
that a residents' body should be devised by the residents, created by
them and regulated by them - not a single-purpose subordinated agent
of the EGs.
Mr. Howe said that the JRC's position was entirely clear. It had been
uniformly critical of the EGs. Since this was so, he wished to ask why
the JRC wanted the EGs to continue as Managers of the Scheme. Of the
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current group of Estate Governors, only four or five of them had any
experience of managing the Scheme.
Professor Whiteman replied that the EGs had long experience of
managing the estate, and were the obvious managers of the Scheme (as
Mr. Justice Walton had said), although improvements in administration
were essential. Since the EGs had wanted the Scheme in the first place
to preserve unity of control over the estate, he wondered why they now
wished to abandon this control.
Mr. Howe said that for the past ten years some of the Governors had
wanted to lay down the financial and administrative burden of
administering the Scheme, which was taking a disproportionate share of
the EGs' time.
Nearly all the beneficiaries of the Charities also wanted the EGs to give
up managing the Scheme, and did not want to know about the problems
of administering it if these were met at the beneficiaries' expense. In
1970, however, the Governors had no choice but to apply for a Scheme of
Management, since this was necessary to protect the value of the estate.
Mr. Merriman wondered if this analysis of the position was correct.
Mr. Howe's earlier remarks showed that the great majority of the
Governors had been appointed since the Scheme was set up in its
present form. They had accepted their position as trustees, which
included management of the Scheme. If they now felt that they could not
fulfil this responsibility, the correct course would be for them to resign
instead of seeking to change the terms of the trust.
Mr. Merriman asked if the Charity Commission had been consulted on
whether the EGs' land could be brought within the control of a new
Trust. Mr. Howe referred to the Charity Commissioners' view that the
trustees could only part with control of trust assets for full value. Mr.
Merriman thought that in relation to a proposed Dulwich Trust the
relevance of this opinion very much depended on the precise question
which had been asked. He would like to know.
Mr. Howe in conclusion said that he realised the whole matter could
be solved if the EGs were willing to put their own land into a Trust.
He agreed that the EGs and the JRC should exchange draft minutes of
the meeting. If possible the Ad Hoc Committee would like to present
agreed minutes to the Governors at the next Board meeting on the 11th
July. The Ad Hoc Committee would report to the Board on this meeting
and he would inform the JRC of the decision that had been taken on the
future of the Scheme. The Governors would also consider whether they
wished to call a further meeting with the JRC.

The meeting ended at 8.30 pm.
I must point out the undertaking given by the Chairman of the EGs
in the last paragraph of these Minutes and the fact that the JRC
sent its text to the EGs on July 8, together with the enclosed letter.

JOINT RESIDENTS' COMMITTEE
170 Burbage Road Dulwich, London SE21 7AG Tel. 071 274 6921
8th July 1992
J.C. Wylie, Esq.
General Manager and Secretary
Estates Governors
The Old College
Dulwich SE21 7AE

I regret to inform members that, as far as I am aware, this text
was not made available to the EGs at their meeting on July 11, nor,
to date, have we had any reciprocal Minutes from the EGs, so that
the admirable idea, in view of the importance of the meeting, of an
agreed version of what took place, has, due to the EGs' duplicity, so
far (Sept 16) come to nothing. This example is by no means the only
occasion when undertakings by the EGs at meetings have not
subsequently been carried out.
As a result of this omission, the JRC decided to send a copy of
these Minutes, together with a covering letter, to each individual
Estate Governor in order to ensure that some understanding of the
JRC's case might be made plain to them.

JOINT RESIDENTS' COMMITTEE
170 Burbage Road, Dulwich London SE21 7AG Tel: 081-274 6921

Dear Mr. Wylie

3 September 1992

The Scheme of Management

I enclose the JRC's text of Minutes of our meeting on the 23rd June, which
incorporates the fell statement of the JRC's position made by Professor
Whiteman. We should be gratejill if this could be given to the Board of
Governors.for attention at their meeting on the 11th July.

Dear (individually addressed)

We shall be glad to have the text of the Resolution of the Board to which
you refeTTed, made at their meeting on the 11th April 1992. We talce it that
if the Estates Governors decide to discontinue the exercise of their
planning powers under the Scheme, a notice to this effect will be sent to
every freeholder.

As you know, after the Estates Governors announced their intention to
withdraw from managing the planning powers of the 1974 Scheme of
Management, a Joint Residents' Committee (JRC) was set up for the
purpose of representing Dulwich residents in discussions with the Estates
Governors on the future of the Scheme. The role of the JRC, and its
standing for this pwpose, were endorsed by a substantial majority of
those who responded to the Estates Governors' poll of residents Last year.

We should also be glad to have in due course a copy of the Estates
Governors' Minutes of the meeting on the 23rd June, and will endeavour to
reconcile any discrepancies in order to produce an agreed version.
Yours sincerely

W.P. Higman

Secretary

The Scheme of Management

Acting on this mandate, and in view of the outcome of the JRC's meeting
with the Estates Governors' Ad Hoc Committee on 23rd June, the officers
of the JRC have now agreed that the present letter, with the Minutes of
that meeting which accompanies it, should be sent to each Governor
individually. We would not n01mally approach you directly in this way, but
would have prefeTTed to rely on the Chai1man of the Board to circulate
appropriate material to you via the Estates Office. However, the JRC made
a particular request that the views expressed at its last meeting should be
made known to all Estates Governors, and we believe that this has not
been done.
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The importance of the attached Minutes lies in the summary of the JRC's
position, set out at the meeting on our behalf by Professor Peter Whiteman,
Q.C. This includes an expression of the JRC's intention to contest the
Estates Governors' application to the Htgh Court, for the Scheme to be
varied in a way which is not in the interests of residents. It is particularly
important that all Estates Governors should now realise this, since it may
be the last opportunity for them to understand the residents' case before it
ts presented in Court.

This constitutes a fundamental objection to any proposal which we
believe will be acceptable to residents, or would represent value for the
money which residents would be required to contribute. Under this
limitation, a Dulwich Trust would relate only to the patchwork of
enfranchised residential freeholds on the Estate. It would have no
authority over the environment of Dulwich as a whole, which reflects
residents' main interest in the Scheme and the reason why control
exercised by the Estates Governors has any attraction.

If the Board has been under the misapprehension that the interim

The Estates Governors apparently fall to recognise that their Dulwich
Trust proposals would create an entirely different structure from the
present Scheme, where there is a unified management control exercised
by themselves. It is particularly interesting to note that Mr. Justice
Walton recognised this immediately when he approved the Scheme in
1973. He observed that it was " a blinding glimpse of the obvious" that if
the Estates Governors could not alienate responsibility for managing
their own land, then they must be the actual managers of the Scheme,
and that the estate management sense of the Scheme required that it
should be administered by them.

application to the Court to vary the Scheme would be uncontroversial, we
wish to advise you that this ls not so, that the JRC has made clear its
intention to oppose any such application, and that this was con.firmed in
our letter of the 29th January 1992 to the General Manager.
We would strongly urge you to give serious attention to the points made by
the JRC before the Board contemplates .further legal action to change the
Scheme of Management. This action will certainly be contested, and our
underlying concern ls that the Estates Governors may embark on a course
of action which would prove to be both a .financial and social disaster for
the Dulwich Estate, because it has not taken the wishes of residents into
account.
Yours sincerely
W.P. Higman Secretary, Joint Residents' Committee

At the same time a position paper, agreed by JRC Officers, is
being made available to all members of the Dulwich Society and is
printed below.

Future of the Scheme of Management
We have to report that discussions with the Estates Governors over the
future of the Scheme have now broken down, we believe irretrievably.
Members of the JRC Council met with the Estates Governors' Ad Hoc
Committee on 23rd June. At this meeting Mr. T.F. Howe, Chairman of
the Governors, declined flatly to consider any arrangement which
includes external control of the Estates Governors' land, which they
insist must remain unencumbered for them to deal with entirely as they
choose.

We have not been able to advance as far as discussing what the
Estates Governors mean by the "consultation" process which they
suggested should talrn place between the Dulwich Trust and themselves
on policies of estate management. There is no present declaration of their
estate management intentions, and we have no indication whether they
would commit themselves even to inform a Dulwich Trust of specific
proposals to develop or dispose of their own land, much less discuss
them or attempt to secure agreement. The Estates Governors' record of
consultation with the Advisory Committee under the existing Scheme is
not very good.
They have now told us that they have no present intention of holding
further discussions with the JRC. It appears that they will not be
deflected from their primary purpose of withdrawing from administering
the planning powers under the Scheme, because they regard these as
expensive and inconvenient and do not regard their own land as
benefiting from them. The benefit to residents is not a matter which
concerns them, even if residents undertake to cover the full economic
cost. Under the Estates Governors' accustomed system of administration
it has probably not been easy to identify these costs separately, but the
establishment of a new Scheme of Management office should enable
them to do so. They evidently do not regard this as going far enough. At
our meeting on 23rd June we were treated to the text of a resolution
taken by the Governors on 11th April 1992 (so much for communication)
that:

'The Board NOTED the lack of progress of discussions with the Joint
Residents' Committee. It was AGREED that at the next meeting of the
Board, 11 July 1992, unless significant progress had been made,
consideration would be given to the options open to the Board, including
discontinuing the attempts at discussions and ceasing to require
applications for matters requiring the Governors' consent."
It appears from this that the Governors are much more concerned to

claim that they have attempted to discuss the future of the Scheme with
the residents, and have failed to do so, than actually to hold any
discussions which might persuade them to change their minds.
The Governors have been attracted by the option, which they think may
be open to them, of simply putting the planning powers of the Scheme into
abeyance without seeking the consent of the Court to change the
management. At their meeting on 11th July they stopped short of taking a
further resolution to do this. The General Manager has confirmed to us
that all residents would be notified before such a decision were taken. It
would be left unresolved whether residents could claim that the reason for
the Scheme would cease if the planning powers were not applied, and that
they could justifiably then cease to pay management charges for the
Governors to maintain their own land.
At our meeting on 23rd June, the General Manager expressed the
Governors' continuing intention to make an interim application to the
Court this October, for "uncontentious" changes to the Scheme, notably for
consent to levy management charges annually instead of quinquennially.
We have repeated or intention to oppose such interim changes, ahead of
addressing the main issue of the Scheme's management.
I also print the last paragraph of a letter of July 23 to John
Aldwinckle (Asst.Secretary JRC) from the General Manager of the
EGs ...
"No.further meetings with the JRC are proposed.for the.foreseeable.future,
in view o.f the absence o.f any progress being made during ow· discussions to
date, in spite o.f all the efforts made by the Estates Governors."
This is the second time in the recent past that the EGs have broken
off discussions (if that is the right word) with the JRC, and means
that the only avenue of communication between the residents and the
EGs remains the Advisory Committee which meets only four times a
year and is thus hardly the most suitable vehicle for any ongoing
dialogue. (All efforts to obtain a Nominal Role of Enfranchised
Freeholders to enable the JRC to communicate with them have been
blocked by the EGs.) However, the Amenity Society Reps on the A.C.
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requested two additional items for the next AC Agenda which are as
follows:
1. A report on the Estates Governors' plans to trans.fer the planning
powers under the Scheme o.f Management to a new body;
2. A detailed report on the procedural steps which have been taken in
connection with the hearing o.f the Second Interim Application by the Estates
Governors to the High Court to vary the terms o.f the Scheme o.f Management.

In due course we met.
Matters arising out of the re-instatement of the Tollgate envisaged
for "Early in the New Year 1993" were taken in a straight forward
manner (although to what use, apart from defraying the cost of
running it, the income will be put is a matter of conjecture. The
alarming possibility is, of course, that it will never pay for itself.)
The Accounts for 1991/92, approved by the auditors, were
presented and will be analysed by members at the next meeting.
Items 5 and 6 (Our two items) were the subject of a lengthy and I
thought somewhat ambiguous statement from the Chairman. Even
further keen questioning by Professor Whiteman failed to bring out
any identifiable new facts apart from a general reference to items of
expenditure which were not recoverable under the Scheme of
Management, unquantified as to amount and vague as to definition.
So we were back where we were before the meeting and I had the
feeling that that was where the Governors wanted things to be; if not,
they made a very poor job of letting us know anything further.
Clarifying what the Governors really want may now be almost
impossible and it could have alt been so different if the EGs had
brought the JRC into meaningful disc.ussion, had been flexible in
considering options and in general had given some attention to the
opinions of the residents.
After the formal meeting had closed there was a general discussion
on the plight of the shops in the village which resulted, yet again, in
the EGs' denial of any responsibility for there being, during a long
recession, rents that were too high, but coming forward with no
positive ideas for improvement of the shopkeepers' lots. I got the
feeling that nothing was going to change unless the Governors took a
more sympathetic view towards the Village itself and this, from recent
pronouncements, is most unlikely.
Reg CoWns, Chairman, Dulwich Society.
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After a long day joumalisting, you have to remember to switch off your 'if
it moves, interview it' button. Otherwise, you probe your children:
"Would you say the fish fingers at school were better than home, or not?"
If you have been doing book reviews that day, you write critiques of the
reading books they have brought home from school in their homework
report books: "What a strange story, badly written, loose ends not tied
up." I usually automatically interview the check-out girl at the
supermarket, too: "What's the single best food they sell here?"
So it comes as a refreshing change to be interviewed yourself.
It happened one day before the Election that Lynn Corbyn (for it is
she) phoned me and asked the unaskable (except if you're another
journalist).

"What are your political beliefs?"
"God knows. Can we believe in anything anymore?"
"Well, whatever they are, does Tribble believe different?"
Yes, Tribble, my husband, is a paid-up Labour Party member. I had to
admit, we're a politically mixed household. In my life I have voted
everything from Tory (Thatcher the first time, deepest regrets) to Labour
and Green and In-Between. When really stuck for choice, I have closed
my eyes and Jabbed my pencil on my voting form. Other methods of
choosing include the person with the nicest name (Allswell
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Winner of Les Routiers Casserole Award 1992
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Sunnyweather would be ideal). But first and foremost, whatever the
political party, I go for a candidate who actually lives locally and whom I
personally consider sensible and pleasant. Tribs, the nearest thing to a
talking political hand-leaflet when roused, goes on autopilot when it
comes to even an amiable Tory: "It's not the person themselves, it's who
they keep company with."
Anyway, Lynn was scouting for a Daily Telegraph Journalist charged
with the task of finding a household like ours to interview in Dulwich,
the marginal of marginals. An amiable chap called Eric Bailey, he leapt
on us with delight: "You don't know how long it's taken to find you! Can I
come and bring a photographer on Sunday?"
Eight months pregnant and feeling like a barrage balloon, I had my
hair done the day before, but by Sunday morning it had all fallen out
(hair-do, not hair).
The actual interview was straightforward. We had many cups of coffee
and a perfectly ordinary Sunday morning chat. This is probably more
political than most couples, I have to admit, because Tribble comes from
a long line of Protestant preachers and at the drop of a hat launches into
metaphorical finger-pointing from the pulpit on the lines of, "It's the
Tories, the Tories ... " I silence him with,"Shut up about the Tories or I'll
vote for them."

LUI

RESTAURANT

Italian specialities at their best
and finest Italian wines
FULLY LICENSED

THE TASTE OF FRANCE ON YOUR DOORSTEP
LUNCH - 12 noon to 2.00 pm
DINNER - 7.00pm to 10.30pm

LUNCH-12 noon to 2.30pm
D1NNER-6.30pm to 11.30pm
Closed Saturday Lunchtime and all day Sunday

Sunday Lunch 12 noon to 2.30pm. Children welcome
Closed Saturday lunchtime, Sunday evening & all day Monday
PRIVATE FUNCTIONS CATERED FOR

272 ROSENDALE ROAD, LONDON SE24 - TEL: 081 -674 6060

129 GIPSY HILL, DULWICH, LONDON SE19
Tel: 081-670 1843/1396

We moaned about money more than usual, because I had just lost
£4500 - most of the salary, plus £500 phone expenses, I had earned with
difficulty during my pregnancy - when The European newspaper went
down after Maxwell (it has never been repaid). The photographer took
some snaps, which we expect to appear if at all, tiny at the bottom of a
column with a comment.

Journalists, no one of extreme political opinions, no one too odd ... I
ended up with a consultant psychiatrist and wife (as guests, though I
nearly asked for his medical services too). a TV researcher, a top
advertising lady, and a married couple in P.R. - all thoroughly nice. My
mother relentlessly scrubbed the house. I stuck a blue and red balloon
on the door and a sign saying 'No Party Whips'.

Blow me down if a few days later, we weren't splurged across half a
page labelled The Tribble Factor in the Telegraph. We rocked with mirth
over the descriptions of our 'custard and sky blue' house. The article did
not mention my huge loss of income causing our financial worries, but
all in all, we thought it splendid, and were pleased when some extra
pictures arrived for us from the photographer.

A wonderful Frenchman from Sonny's arrived to cook for us about
thirty minutes ahead of time, and changed into a white chefs outfit
which I nearly snitched in despair when I realised I had nothing smart
that allowed me to breastfeed too.
We started with champagne, Dulwich Oddbins special, to celebrate
baby Charlie's arrival, and then launched into the meal, ending with
chocolate mice from the Village Tearooms. Everyone was frightfully polite
to each other, with one or two pulling me aside to hiss complainingly
about their neighbours: "What an arrogant person!! Can't I move
places?" That's the problem when you choose to dine with six strong
characters who are quite outspoken and no quiet ones to give a table
light and shade. I managed to make coffee whilst breast-feeding and
wondered how I could commercially exploit this newfound ability.

The least expected people phoned, and for some reason assumed we'd
been paid to spout on about ourselves. A stuffy uncle and aunt were
cross that we'd discussed our incomes in print, but had been shut up by
some cousins.
Then I had another call from the Telegraph about a month later, just
after I'd had my new baby. The article had gone down so well, would we
do another one in which we invite some friends to dinner to discuss
politics? I replied that it was years since I'd given a dinner party (we gave
that up when our son William relentlessly interrupted them all) and
anyway had a small baby. The
Telegraph offered to pay for a
caterer to come and cook, and to
pay all expenses.
The discussion that went on
about who we should invite was
only surpassed by argy-bargy over
the menu. I chose Sonny's
restaurant in Barnes, whose athome catering service was
recommended by a friend. Faxes
flashed back and forth and like a
crossword, the pieces fell into
place: salmon, ginger, and what
exactly was polenta?
Like a knight in
entered the lists - the
that is. I'd been told:
from rival papers,
advertising person,

armour, I
guest lists,
no editors
only one
no more

There we were again in The Telegraph - Dinner with the Tribblesl I
wondered ifwe could sell them serialisation rights. The Tribbles go to the
laundrette. The Tribbles go on
holiday.
But fame, even so fleeting, has
1
its price, and of course there's no
such thing as a free lunch. I wish,
oh how I wish, that the Telegraph
had mentioned that they had
generously paid for our lovely
dinner. Because if I had been subediting that day, I wouldn't have
been able to resist the headline
Prima Pasta is an informal, relaxed
'champagne socialists'. So the next
Italian-style Restaurant, serving a
time you read a Tribble
wide range of Homemade Italian
instalment, remember all those
Pizza and a large selection of Pasta.
Biblical texts like judge not your
neighbours, and it is only in
96-98 DUL WICH VILLAGE
heaven that all ls revealed. And I'll
LONDON SE21 7AQ
do
my best not to interview you
TEL: 081-693 9316
when I bump into you on the
school run.
Open from midday until I !pm,

lP 11~ lf l\ J[ 1~

JP l\.S 1r1~

Free consultation and advice
on all aspects of hair and beauty
OPEN 9-5.30
LATE NIGHT THURS
ALSO INTRODUCING GLASS
GLAZE NAILS FROM
BACKSCRATCHERS
92 Parkhall Rd, West Dulwich SE21
Tel: (081) 766 7172-7022

7 days a week.

Jane Fumival
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Buildings at risk in DuJwich
Thank you for your recent letter regarding listed buildings
at risk in the Dulwich area.

DEAR READER ..•

Selling advertising space in our Newsletter has its
disappointments and frustrations. But there has been one
unexpected benefit which more than redresses the
balance. For I have discovered just how useful it is as a
Dulwich resident to be in touch with local business.
I have not yet availed myself of the services of Messrs Uden and may it
be long years before the great Estates Governor in the sky calls me to
account. But Frank Delicata did some excellent much-needed carpentry
in my home and Hugh Harris made superb book-shelves at the office. My
television is supplied and serviced by Ray Dennis TV, and in Ray O'Shea
of AGA I've found an excellent plumber. Bartleys of Dulwich provided a
tenant for my old Sydenham flat when I failed to find a buyer and at La
Gastronomia, The Bookshop in the Village and Acorn Antiques I've
enjoyed browsing and buying. And through Newsletter ads I've been
introduced to a couple of excellent restaurants that were previously
untried if not unknown.
Why do I mention all this? Partly to recommend the Newsletter as a
ready source of local services from hair-dressing to burials, and partly to
solicit your support. Perhaps you know one or two local firms and could
put in a good word for us - a personal introduction is always ten times
more effective than a cold sell. Or
if you yourself are in business
locally why not give us a try?
Frank Delicata tells me that his
biggest ever order came through a
Newsletter ad. The cost can be
very small - a regular quarter page
comes atjust£24.

VIR

WOODEN
FLOORING

A Small Company
Specializing In The
Renovation Of Floors
Of Almost Any Age
Or Condition
SANDING & SEALING
SPECIALIST FINISHES

I have since added 1 Pond Cottages and The Toll House
to the Register of Buildings at Risk in Greater London
which is published by English Heritage. 10 Pond Cottages was added to
this register in 1991.
The information you have provided is most welcome and will help us
address the particular problems presented by these buildings.
Should you wish, please feel free to get in touch at any time.
Delcia Keate

London Region
English Heritage, Chesham House,
30 Warwick Street, London. WlR 5RD.

La Gastronomia
Italian Delicatessen - for home-made pates and salads, and fine
Italian wines, Continental cheeses, Italian salamis, freshly ground
coffee as well as provisions for your everyday needs.
Ivano invites you to bring this advert with you to
La Gastronomia and claim your free taste of Italy when you sho.p.
",·.,,

Advice and suggestions I shall
gratefully receive at my Office 071-240 5991 - Monday to
Fridays, 7.30am-7pm, or at home,
081-693 5685
Bany Shaw

LETTER TO BRIAN GREEN

Telephone: (071) 274 5773
FOR A FREE QUOTE
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135 Half Moon Lane, Dulwich. Tel: 071-'Xl 41034
Monday to Saturday, 9- 7.30 Sunday, 10- L30

. ...........•: ................... : ... .=....................
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Tuesday, November 10 - 8pm
Dulwich Picture Gallery
Portrait of a Landscape, by John Sheeran.
Wednesday, November 11 - 8pm
Dulwich College - Meet in the North Cloister
Lecture and tour of building and archives by Dr Jan Piggott
See News. (Local History Sub-Committee).

N

20 WESTOW HILL UPPER NORWOOD
LONDON SE19 1XX

Thursday, November 12 - 8pm
St Barnabas hall, Dulwich Village
Aegean Turkey: A crisis in history, by lain Browning.
(DD FAS).

TEL: 081-766 7476 FAX: 081-766 7476

Tuesday, December 1 - 8pm
Dulwich Picture Gallery
My Good Doctor, by Dr Ann Sumner.

For all spectacles & contact lenses.
Full eye tests with domiciliary visits.
Free frames & free tints.

Thursday, December 3 - 8pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
Dulwich Society Social Event (Executive Committee).

COMPLETE PERSONAL EYE CARE

Thursday, December 10 - 8pm
St Barnabas hall, Dulwich Village
The Architecture and Music of King's College Chapel,
Cambridge, by Elizabeth Gordon. (DDFAS)
Saturday, December 12 - 10am to 5pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
Dulwich Craft Fair.

y

The Hale Clinic@~ 149 Herne Hill
7 Park Crescent~(~\~·,
Herne Hill
'- /
London SE24
London WI
Tel: 071-637 3377
Tel: 071-733 8881

see page 36 for 'What's on - 1993'

SHOP.s
AND

SHELVES

For Deep Relaxation Seek highly qualified
aromatherapist with over
14 years experience in
CLINICAL AROMATHERAPY,
REFLEXOLOGY, NUTRITION,
TUI NA CHINESE/
REMEDIAL BODYWORK.
Full Natural approach to Pain,
Tension, Digestive, Menstrual and
Skin Disorders, Insomnia, Migraine,
Anxiety and Stress.
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE

BELINDA FREEMAN,
MF Phys. LCSP MIFA MBRA MIBM Sc

1
A
regular advertisem~nt

in a spcke tbis size~
would cost yoJ only

£24
for a whole quarter!

!

Thursday, January 14 1993 - 8pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
The History of the Chair, by Janusz Karczewski-Slowlkowski. (DD FAS)
Wednesday, January 20 1993 - 8pm
Dulwlch Picture Gallery
Dulwlch Island Discs
Thursday, February 4 1993 - 8pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwlch Village
Trees Quiz - Come and test your knowledge
(May be subject to alteration.)
(Trees Sub-Committee)
Thursday, March 4 1993 - 8pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwlch Village
Dulwlch Society Annual General Meeting.

The Lambethans' Society invites members of The Dulwich Society to its
weekly Thursday meetings. Telephone 081-671 4056.

REMUS PRINT SERVICES
LIMITED
YoUl' 1oca

1 printe.r!

Personalised Christmas Cards
large variety of cards to choose from - from £19.95 (copy deadline 7th Dec.)

T·Shirts
Printed front or back (or both) in full colour from your own picture(s) with or without wording
(from£ 11.99 including shirt) - Makes ideal Christmas/Birthday gift

Full Colour Photocopying
A4:£1.12

A3:£1.65

Typesetting and Printing
Typesetting service using the latest in Apple Mac equipment
Printing capabilities ranging from single colour business cards to full colour brochures
and we've been doing it for over 20 years!

51 London Road, Forest Hill, SE23 3TY -Telephone: 081-699 2175

